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1. Introduction. Let M be a subspace (= closed linear manifold) of an L2

space. Then M may or may not have the following property: If {x*} is any

orthogonal sequence in M such that ¿"2t°-i ||x*||2< °°, then the series ]dtli **

converges almost everywhere. That is, for orthogonal expansions in M, con-

vergence in the mean implies convergence almost everywhere. If M does have

this property, we say that M is semi-Gaussian.

Clearly, Gaussian subspaces are semi-Gaussian. For if {x*} is an orthog-

onal sequence in a Gaussian subspace, then {x*j is a mutually independent

random variable sequence—this property and the property that if x is in

the subspace, then £x = 0, Ex2~^0, and the distribution of x is Gaussian,

characterize Gaussian subspaces in both the real and the complex cases—and

the mean convergence of the series z3T=i x* implies its convergence almost

everywhere. Here, and throughout the paper, the same symbol may denote,

depending on the context, either an equivalence class (of measurable func-

tions equal almost everywhere) or one of its members. Any finite dimen-

sional subspace is semi-Gaussian. So is any subspace of a semi-Gaussian sub-

space. Other examples may be obtained by using the methods of §4 or the

result of §5.

In this paper, we study semi-Gaussian subspaces and obtain some results

that are new even for Gaussian subspaces. In §2, we give necessary and

sufficient conditions for a subspace to be semi-Gaussian. In §3, these results

are used to answer a question about the almost everywhere convergence of

sequences of the form {^x} where T=TiTiTi and T,- is an orthogonal

projection in L2, j= 1, 2. In §4, it is shown that if Mi and Mi are orthogonal

semi-Gaussian subspaces then M\\/M% is semi-Gaussian, and, furthermore,

that this is not necessarily true if the assumption of orthogonality is dropped.

In §5, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for L2 to be semi-Gaussian.

Throughout, L2 is the (real or complex) Li of a positive measure space

(W, F, p.). Any subspace entering the discussion is implicitly assumed to be a

subspace of Li. If M is a subspace, Pm denotes the orthogonal projection in

Li with range M. We write ~Y_¡t~\ Xk to denote both a series and its limit in

the mean if this limit exists.
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2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a subspace to be semi-Gaus-

sian.

Theorem 1. Suppose that M is a subspace of L2. Then the following state-

ments are equivalent:

(i)  M is semi-Gaussian.

(ii) // \xk} is any orthogonal sequence in L2 satisfying T^-i U**!!2^ co,

then the series 2^*°=i PmX/c converges almost everywhere.

(iii) If T is any positive definite self-adjoint operator in L2 with norm not

greater than one, then the sequence {PmT"x} converges almost everywhere for

each x in L2.

Note that each term of the series X)"-i PtfXk is in M but that different

terms are not necessarily orthogonal. The content of (ii) and (iii) is that cer-

tain kinds of sequences \y„} in L2, converging in the mean but not necessarily

converging almost everywhere, are mapped into sequences converging almost

everywhere, as well as in the mean, by the transformation |yn} —>\PMyn}.

Of course, if [yn\ is already in M, then this transformation leaves \yn} fixed.

This happens in (iii), for example, if T maps into M.

Proof. (i)=>(ii): Let M be semi-Gaussian and suppose that {x*} satisfies

the condition of (ii). If M is finite dimensional, the desired result clearly

follows from the convergence in the mean of the partial sums ¿3*=i PmX/c.

Suppose that M is infinite dinensional. Then there exist orthogonal infinite

dimensional subspaces Mi and M2 such that M= Mi + M2. Since

n n n

X PmX/c  =   X PMxXk +  2^ PM2Xk, » S£  1,
4=1 ¡fc=l lc=l

it is enough, by symmetry, to show that the series ^3*°=i Pit-Ph converges

almost everywhere.

Let N= V^=1 {xk — PmiXic }, the smallest subspace containing the sequence

{xk—PjifjXfc}. Then, since M2 is infinite dimensional, there is an operator U

from N into M2 such that

(Ux, Uy) = (x, y), x £ N, y £ N.

For each positive integer k, let

y* = PMiXk + U(xh — PMlxk), zk = PMlxk - U(xk - PMlXk).

Then (yy, yk) = (z¡, zk) = (x;-, xk), and J^L, yk and 2)t¡-i zk are mean convergent

orthogonal expansions in the semi-Gaussian subspace M. Consequently, they

converge almost everywhere. Since

n n n

2 23 PMiXk = 2 yk + 2 zk, » ^ i,
*=1 k=l k=l

the desired result follows.
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(ii)=>(iii) : Let M satisfy (ii) and suppose that T satisfies the condition of

(iii). Let x be in Li. Then, by a result in [l, Lemma 2 and a related remark],

00

zZn\\T"x - Tn+1x\\2 < oo,
n-l

implying that
00

¿Z n\\PMTnx - PMTn+lx\\2 < oo.
n-l

Interchange of summation and integration shows that

00

X) n\ PMTnx - PMTn+1x\2 < oo
n=l

almost everywhere which is easily seen to imply that

(1) lim        max       | PMT'x - PMTkx |   = 0
n->»   2nSigtâ2n+1.

almost everywhere. Thus, it is enough to show that {PmT2"x} converges

almost everywhere.

Let {^4*;} be a strictly increasing real number sequence converging to 1

and satisfying ^40 = 0, A\<\/2, A\^Ak-i, k^2. (An example of such a se-

quence is .4o = 0, Ak = exp( —1/2*), jfe^l.) Then

(2) ¿ (AÍ - 4L)2 < 1, k = 1.
n=l

This is obvious for k= 1. For k>\, the inequality follows from the fact that

the left hand side of (2) is less than

2

u
n=l

¿ (Al  - ¿Li) = E (AÏ-!  - ¿Li) = At-! < 1.

There is a spectral measure E defined on the Borel subsets of 7= [0, l]

such that

T = J  XE(dX).

Let h=[0, Ai], h=(Ak-i, Ak] for k>l, J={l}, and define the function/

on I by /(A) =Ak if XEh, = 1 if XEJ. Let T be the operator defined by

f = j f(X)E(dX).

Let Xjb = -E(//fc)x for k^l, y = E(J)x. Then, clearly, xi, xi, • • ■ , y are pairwise

orthogonal, ¿Zk=i ||^||2á||x||2< », and
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OO

(3) f x = S Alxk + y, n £ 1.
*=i

For each positive integer »,

Il 2" -2"   112 m      2" -.2"   |,2

\\PmT x - PMT x\\   ZUT x - T  x\\

= Ji{xn-/(X)])\E(dX)x\\2

= Zf (AÍ - ^f_,)2||£(áX)x||
k=iJ i,ik

oo

V   I A2 A2     \2\\      II2
= l^(Ak  — Ak-i) \\xk\\ .

Thus, using (2),

S \\pmt2'x - PmP'xW2 ̂ S NI2 < oo.
n-1 i-1

Therefore,

(4) PmT2"x - PmP'x -* 0

almost everywhere as »—► ».

We complete the proof by showing that   {PmT"x}  converges almost

everywhere, which will imply that JPj/PïJ converges almost everywhere by

(4) and (1). By (3), it is enough to show that E*°-i AntPMxk—>0 almost every-

where as »—» co.

So far we have not used the assumption that M satisfies (ii). We do so

now to obtain the fact that almost everywhere

K

lim   E AkPMxk
ff-*1» *=i

exists, » = 0, 1, • • ■ . Summation by parts gives

K K K    /   k \

E AnkPMXk = Ak+i E pMXk — E( E PmXj)(aI+i — Al),     K ^ 1, » ^ 1.
*=i t=i t-i \ j=i /

Therefore, using the fact that {^4*} converges to 1, we get that

oo x oo     /    k \

(5) E AnkPMxk = E Pi*xk -SÍS Pjf*j ) U"+i - ^4"), » ^ 1,
*=i                       t=i                 t=i \ y=i           /

each of the three series converging almost everywhere since the first two do.

Clearly, {^4"+i — Aï} is a regular matrix of summation. Therefore, letting

n—►«> in (5) we get that Eí°-i A\PMXk—»0 almost everywhere, the desired

result.
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(iii)^(i): Let M satisfy (iii) and suppose that {x*} is an orthogonal se-

quence in M such that 2^°-i \\xk\\2< °°- Let Ak be in (0, 1), yk = 0 if x* = 0,

= #*/||**|| if xk5¿0, ¿ = 1. Let T be the linear operator defined by

OO

Tx=Yj Ak(x, yk)yk, x G Lt.
t-i

Clearly, T is positive definite, self-adjoint, and has norm not greater than

one. Since M satisfies (iii), { Tnx} = {PMTnx} converges almost everywhere

for x in Li. Let x = ¿2i-1 #*• Then

oo

T x = 2 A"xk, » £ 1,
*-l

and since || rnx||2= ¿2î-i A2tn\\xk\\2—^0 as w—>ool we have that

00

lim   ¿2 AkXk — 0
*-*•»    i_l

almost everywhere.

Now consider yn= z2î-i A^xk, zn~ ¿2î=nxk for the particular sequence

Ak = exp( — l/(2k)\). In this case we show that yr„ —z„—»0 almost everywhere

as n—>oo, where r„=(2w— 1)!, and, by the above paragraph, this implies the

desired result.

If m>1, then ¿¡¡L^e-"»-»air", 1-4;»= l-exp(-l/2») ¡Sl/2», and,
since {^4*} is increasing,

\h'n - z»ll = 12 Aka\\xk\\ + ¿2 (i - ^*") IWI
¡fc=l i=n

^ (e-2"+ 1/4«2)¿||x4|2.
k—1

Therefore, z3"-2 !!>„ —zn||2< °°, implying that yr„ —zn—»0 almost every-

where as m—> oo. This completes the proof.

3. Iterates of orthogonal projections. The theory of semi-Gaussian sub-

spaces helps to provide an answer to the following question: If T=TiTiT\

where T¡ is an orthogonal projection in Li, j=l, 2, and x is in Li, does

{ Tnx\ or, less demandingly, { 2^£=i Tkx/n] converge almost everywhere? In

[l] it was proved that if 7\ and Ti are members of a special class of orthog-

onal projections, the class of conditional expectation operators (restricted to

Li), then, for each x in Li, the sequence { 7""x} does converge almost every-

where. However, the following theorem shows that if Z\ and Ti are assumed

merely to belong to the class of orthogonal projections and are not otherwise

restricted, then even the sequence { ¿3*=i Tkx/n} need not converge almost

everywhere. For otherwise, in view of the following theorem, every Li space

would be a semi-Gaussian subspace of itself, contradicting the fact that
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there do exist orthogonal expansions in some L2 spaces that converge in the

mean but not almost everywhere.

Theorem 2. Suppose that M is a subspace of L2 such that if T¡ is an orthog-

onal projection from L2 into M, j=\, 2, T— TxT2Ti, and x is in L2, then the

sequence { E"-i Tkx/n\ converges almost everywhere. Then M is semi-Gaussian.

Of course, the converse is also true since it is easy to check that T satisfies

the condition of (iii) in Theorem 1, and, therefore, if M is semi-Gaussian and

x is in L2, then {Tnx} = {PuTnx} converges almost everywhere. Note that

for the converse the range of T2 need not be restricted.

Proof. Let {x*} be an orthogonal sequence in M such that E*°=-i IWI2

< oo. We shall prove that if \Ak\ is a sequence in (0, 1), then E*°-i ^4ï#*—>0

almost everywhere as «—■» oo. An examination of the last part of the proof of

Theorem 1, indicates that this implies that the series E*°-ix* converges

almost everywhere, the desired result.

The result is clear if only a finite number of the x*'s are different from 0.

In the other case, suppose that x^O for all k. Let y* = 3c*/||a:*||i al = A2k-X,

&|= 1 — a\, and Zk = aky2k-i-\~bky2k. Then \yk) and \zk) are orthonormal se-

quences and Ti and T2 defined by

00

Tix = E (*, y»-i)y»-i>
<fc=i

OO

T2x = E (*, Zk)zk
k=l

are orthogonal projections from L2 into M. Let T= TiT2Tx and x= E"-i *»-*•

Then
oc oo

T x = E T x2k-i = E A2k-iX2k-U n ^ 1.
¡fc-i *=i

By the assumptions of the theorem, } E*=i Tkx/n) converges almost every-

where. But this implies [l, Theorem l] that { T"x} converges almost every-

where, since here T is a positive definite self-adjoint operator with norm not

greater than one. Thus, as w—>œ, E*°= i AJt_ 1X2*-i—>0 almost everywhere

using the fact that the limit in the mean is 0. Similarly, E*°=i A^n—>0 al-

most everywhere and the desired result is implied.

4. On the supremum of two semi-Gaussian subspaces.

Theorem 3. If Mi and M2 are orthogonal semi-Gaussian subspaces, then

Mi-\-M2 is semi-Gaussian.

Proof. Let M= Mi + M2. Suppose that T satisfies the condition of (iii) in

Theorem 1. Then, for x in L2,

PMTnx = PMiT"x + PM2Tnx.
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By Theorem 1, since Mi and Mi are semi-Gaussian, the right hand side

approaches a limit almost everywhere as n—» oo. Therefore, M satisfies (iii)

of Theorem 1, and, consequently, is semi-Gaussian.

Of course, the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1 could also have been

used to prove Theorem 3.

The following is a simple and amusing application of the above result.

Theorem 4. Let {xk} be an orthogonal sequence of real random variables

such that the distribution of Xi, • • ■ , xn is Gaussian for all n. Then, if the series

12k=i Xk converges in the mean, it converges almost everywhere.

We note that Xi, Xi, ■ • • need not be mutually independent and this is

where the novelty of the result is centered.

Proof. Here, of course, the underlying measure space is a probability

space. We consider the real L2 space associated with it. Let Mi be the smallest

subspace containing the equivalence class of measurable functions equal to 1

almost everywhere, and let M2=V£.1 {xk — Exk}. Since Mi is finite dimen-

sional and Mi is Gaussian, both are semi-Gaussian subspaces. They are

orthogonal. Consequently, by Theorem 3, M1+M2 is semi-Gaussian. Since

M1+M1 contains xk, k^l, the desired result follows.

The supremum of two semi-Gaussian subspaces need not be semi-Gaus-

sian. This follows from Theorem 5, which indicates that the ordinary L%

space over the unit interval, certainly not a semi-Gaussian subspace, is the

supremum of two semi-Gaussian subspaces.

Theorem 5. If N is a separable subspace, then there are semi-Gaussian sub-

spaces Mi and Mi such that NCMiVMi. In particular, if Li is separable, then

Li is the supremum of two semi-Gaussian subspaces. Moreover, both M¡ can be

chosen to have the stronger property that every mean convergent sequence {x„} in

M j converges almost everywhere.

Proof. If Li has the property that every sequence {x„} converging in the

mean converges almost everywhere, let Mi = Mi = Li and the desired result

holds. Suppose that Li does not have this property. Then there must be a set

B in F of positive measure such that B does not contain an atom(2). For it is

easily seen that if every set of positive measure contains an atom, then, for

sequences, convergence in the mean implies convergence almost everywhere.

We may and do suppose that p(B) is finite. The restriction of p. to

{^rM^I^GT"} is nonatomic. Therefore (for example, by [2]), there is a

sequence {Bk} of measurable subsets of B such that for every finite non-

empty set K of positive integers

Jf)  Bk)    =    p(B)U~   •
\keK      / keK    I

(2) A set A is an atom if A is measurable with positive measure and each measurable

subset of A with positive measure has the same measure as A.
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If k is a positive integer, let

yk(w) = 2*ß-v2(B) if w £ S*> H B*«+i H • ■ ■ H Bi»+»,

= - 2v-1/2(5)    if w £ (5 - Be) n Bt+i n • • • n £*•+*,

= 0 otherwise.

Then \yk} is an orthonormal sequence. Let Mi=Vk=1 {yk\. Let {x„} be a

sequence in Mi such that x„—>x in the mean as w—>oo. We now show that

¡x„j converges to x almost everywhere. We may and do suppose in the

following that x = 0. Since

00

Em({w| yk(w) 7± 0}) < oo,
k=l

we have, by Borel-Cantelli, that for almost all w, yk(w) = 0 for all but a finite

number of integers k. Consequently, for almost all w,

xn(w) |   = E (*»» jk)yk(w)
k=l

= 11*« 11 E I yk(i») | —>o
k=l

as m—» oo. Thus, Mi has the desired property.

Let Mz=(Mi\/N)r\Mt Then NCMi\JM3. If ilf3 is finite dimensional,
let M2=M% and the desired result is implied. Suppose that M% is infinite

dimensional. Then M% is spanned by an orthonormal sequence \zk\, using

the fact that Mi is separable since Mi and TV are. Let {bk} be a sequence in

(0, 1) such that
CO

(6) E bk( | yk |   + | zk | ) < oo
k-i

almost everywhere. For example, by Borel-Cantelli, bk may be chosen to be

l/k2mk where 1 <mk< oo and

p({w\ | yk(w) |   + | zk(w) |   > mk\) < 1/2*.

Then, let M2=Mk^i {akyk+bkzk} where ak satisfies a\-\-b\=\. Suppose that

{xn} is a sequence in M2 such that the limit in the mean of the sequence is 0.

Then it converges to 0 almost everywhere as we now show. Clearly,

-^ MxXn Xn j E (*»> Vk)yk — E (*»» a*y* + bkzk)(akyk + bkzk)

= 2\\xn\\ Hbk(\yk\  + | 2*| ),

which converges to 0 almost everywhere as »—»», using (6). But {Pj^x»}

converges in the mean to 0 and since it is a sequence in Mi it must converge

almost everywhere to 0; accordingly, {x„} converges almost everywhere to 0.
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Therefore, Mi has the property described in the last sentence of Theorem 5.

Clearly, zk is in Mi\JM2 since yk and akyk + bkzk are, fe = l. Thus, Ms

CMi\/Mi. Consequently, NCMi\/MaCMiVMi, completing the proof.

5. A necessary and sufficient condition for L2 to be semi-Gaussian.

Theorem 6. The space Li is semi-Gaussian if and only if each measurable

set of positive measure contains an atom.

Proof. The "if" part of the proof rests on the easily proven fact that if

each measurable set of positive measure contains an atom, then every se-

quence converging in the mean converges almost everywhere.

To prove the "only if" part let L2 be semi-Gaussian and suppose that

there is a set B in F, of positive measure, and containing no atoms. We may

and do suppose thatp-(-B) is finite. Since the restriction of m to {4n5|^4G7"}

is nonatomic, there is (by [2], for example) a Borel measurable function z

from B into 1= [0, l] such that

(7) p({w\ wE B, z(w) < t}) = tn(B), tEI.

Let {fk} be a sequence of real Borel measurable functions on I such that

12t= i fifldv < °°, Jifjfkdv = Q for all j, k with j^k, where V is Lebesgue
measure in /, and such that the series ¿2t=i fk(t) diverges for every t in I.

Such a sequence exists [3]. If k is a positive integer, let xk(w) —fk(z(w)) if w

is in B, =0 if w is not in B. Then, for all j, k,

I   XjXkdß =  I   fj(z)fk(z)dß = n(B) 1  fjfkdv,
J W J b J j

using (7). Thus, {x*} is an orthogonal sequence in L2 satisfying 2^"=i 11**112

< oo. However, 12k=i xk diverges almost everywhere on B, a set of positive

measure. This is a contradiction of the assumption that Li is semi-Gaussian,

and the desired result is implied.

6. An unsolved problem. The following problem suggests itself. Let {x*}

be a mutually independent random variable sequence such that E\ xk \2 < <x>,

fe^l, and let M= V^°=1{xA}. Is M necessarily semi-Gaussian? At the present

time, we do not know. A positive answer is easily seen to imply a positive

answer to the analogous question for uncountable mutually independent

families of random variables.
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